Outline of focused field project

1. **Title Page**: center title of project on page; lower right-hand corner put name, class semester or term, year, teacher

2. **Table of Contents**

3. **Six to eight pages of analysis**

4. **Works cited page**

5. **Autobiography**: briefly include basic facts about your life but devote most of one page explaining your relationship to the project, informants, why you are interested in the subject and your interest in folklore generally.

6. **Items**: twelve to fifteen items following the format you used in individual collections

7. **Release forms**: include one for each informant. If the informant wishes to use a pseudonym, they may sign using the pseudonym. Please sign and include a permission slip releasing your personal research.

8. **If you have questions**, contact your professor or contact Folklore Archives Specialist Christine Blythe at (801) 422-6041 or christine_blythe@byu.edu.